Product bulletin

Autocat Online

Introducing Autocat Online, the latest
innovative eCatalogue service
We all recognise the importance to your
business of readily being able to access your
Autocat catalogue. You rely on this data to
ensure that you can identify the correct parts
for a specific vehicle, and any alternatives
that may be available.
But what happens if this becomes unavailable for
whatever reason – for example, a power outage
or a hardware failure? You face a real dilemma
– how can you identify the right parts needed
for a specific vehicle to enable you to service the
customer requirement right now?

Autocat access via a browser
Autocat Online is a service that is designed to
minimise such disruption and to enable you
to quickly identify the right parts for the
chosen vehicle.
This intuitive solution means that you can get
online quickly and satisfy your customer demand.
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Accessible via the browser built into your tablet,
smartphone or PC, you can get straight to the
right parts for the chosen vehicle online. You have
full access to VRM lookup, manual lookup and any
supplier preferences that you have created within
your Autocat system. This enables you to see the
same suppliers and part details that you would if
you were to start the search from within Autocat,
Autopart or Autowork Online.

Remote access for your sales team
As a cloud-based solution, you can access
Autocat Online from your tablet or smartphone
at any time, making the catalogue available
whenever you need it. It’s about giving you the
access to the catalogue when you need it!
Your sales team may find this solution really
useful when they are out with customers, as it
provides the ability to quickly and easily identify
the correct vehicle parts.
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At MAM, we recognise the importance of this
key data to your business and want to keep
any loss of service that you may experience to
a minimum. We take pride in providing our
customers with the best available tools to run
their business. With Autocat Online, you log onto
the portal with your own chosen credentials
and in a secure environment.

can quickly satisfy your customer demand and
deliver that excellent customer service that
keeps you at the top of their supply chain.

Data available within Autocat Online

In the event of an operational issue with your
hardware, a system failure or if you are operating
remotely, you can access Autocat Online portal
via a browser from your device of preference using
standard 3G/4G or broadband connectivity.

Autocat Online gives you access to vehicles and
supplier part catalogues, based on the preferences
you have already setup in Autocat.
Note: that as this service is not designed as an
integral component of your Autopart system
(after all, this may not be accessible for the
reasons outlined above), prices and current
stock levels are not available in Autocat Online.
We recognise that identifying the right parts as
quickly as possible is key to ensuring that you

How do I access my Autocat Online?
We will provide you the credentials required
for a single user login as part of your
Autocat subscription.

Once logged in, you can then utilise the VRM
lookup or manual vehicle lookup to identify the
correct parts for your selected vehicle.
Additional logins can be made available if
required. Please contact the MAM Software
Support Team to find out more.
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Key Benefits
•

Accessible from a browser, you can access via a Tablet,
Smartphone or PC

•

Remote access to Autocat Online for your sales team

•

Designed to minimise disruption and to enable you to quickly
identify the right parts for the chosen vehicle

•

Full access to the VRM lookup, you can drill down and find the
parts needed

About MAM Software Ltd

MAM Software Ltd, a Kerridge Commercial Sytems Company, has grown to become a leading developer and provider of innovative software and data solutions for
a wide range of businesses. Initially specialising in software systems for the automotive aftermarket in Britain and Ireland, we have expanded our product range to
offer solutions for wholesale and retail businesses.
The MAM Software Ltd product solution set has a track record of delivering wide-ranging benefits including greater operational efficiency, cost savings and
resource and asset utilisation, together with real-time information for management decision making.
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